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Refiner
Fine, fresh and fragrant grain
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Technical data
Refiner

U.M.

External dimension

mm

690 x 604 x1184

External dimension of packaging

mm

1150 x 800 x1750

weight

Kg

212

weight with packaging

Kg

245

Power supply

kW

1.5

Rated supply voltage

V

frequency

Hz

AxBxH

220-380
50-60
3

Electrical phases
Rollers diameters

Ø mm

140

Rollers gap

mm

0-10
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Technology boosting creativity

EN

Refiner
Removable and completely
washable stainless steel
hopper

Fine, fresh and fragrant grain

TECHNOLOGICAL GRINDING
This machine is born from the desire to revive old
refiners in a modern way, with the addition of
improvements and innovations in technology and
materials. Our refiner has been designed to meet
those confectioners who, eager to have unaltered
and fragrant aromas and flavors, prefer the fresh
product ground to industrial grains, poor in similar
characteristics. The refiner has the task of refining
and reducing grains ever more finely of different
types of products, including almonds, walnuts,
hazelnuts, pistachios, peanuts, sesame, poppy
seeds as well as pepper and other spices. In some
cases it could also have applications on the
refining of colored pigments for the cosmetic and

decorative industry. Furthermore, the technologies
and production methods used in Tekno Stamap
allow to obtain a solid, efficient and above all
reliable machinery.
With the addition of PAD, our new assistance
device, your work will be much easier and it will be
practically impossible to make mistakes. All your
recipes on post-it and on sheets of paper will be
replaced by an intuitive and simple multi-function
display, which will indicate the required cylinder
opening quota and the number of refinements. In
fact, up to 30 programs can be saved on PAD and
then recalled each time you want to start a new job.

RELIABILITY
AND SECURITY
Display for cylinder
opening for
maximum precision

Gears in oil bath, mechanical
totally mounted on roller bearings
and head in food-grade aluminum casting
make our refiner reliable
and efficient.

Refiner
Programmable
and functional

SIMPLE
CLEANING

Optional P.A.D.

More resistant and
washable porphyry of
diarite rollers

Double removable
tray for material
collection after
processing

The machine is raised 11 cm off the ground
to facilitate floor cleaning below, also the
collection tanks of the processed material,
the hopper and the rollers are made of
easy-to-clean materials.

ERGONOMIC
CONTROLS
The arrangement of the controls on the
front part of the machine allows to
put it next to other machinery and
refrigerators or to put it against the wall.

Ideal for making fine and fragrant grains with
almonds, walnuts, seeds and spices.

